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Human, synthetic, immuno-genomically-designed antibodies (sigAbs)™ to assess patients diagnosed 
with HER2+ breast cancer for therapeutic vaccines
Marek Malecki
Phoenix Biomolecular Engineering Foundation, USA

The main requirement for high efficacy of therapeutic vaccines against cancer is the selection of the unique targets for the 
immune system. These targets have to have narrow immunogenic spectrum to minimize iatrogenic side effects. Moreover, 

the raised antibodies have to have very narrowly focused specificity. TO ensure high efficacy, these antibodies have to possess 
the high sensitivity.

In this realm, we created the synthetic immuno-genomic data bank as the foundations for designing and synthesizing very 
specific antibodies with all their domains crafted on-demand to trigger specific routes of the immune response.

Herceptin, Perjeta, and Kadcyla are very successful immunotherapeutics for women suffering from breast cancers over-ex-
pressing HER2 receptors. As the test of our novel biopharmaceutical technology, we synthesized the immuno-genomically de-
signed antibodies (sigAbs) against HER2 as companion diagnostics for these immunotherapies and future anti-breast-cancer 
vaccines. By flow cytometry, western blotting, x-ray fluorescence spectroscopy, and on formalin fixed, paraffin embedded, and 
sectioned breast cancer samples, we demonstrated much higher specificity and sensitivity of sigAbs over mAbs.
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